ArcGIS Pro: Beyond the basics

Pete Gamberg
Agenda

• ArcGIS Pro Resources
• New start up for Pro 2.3
• Pro Tasks
• Reporting
• Solution Deployment Tool
• Arcade expressions
• LocateXT
• Pairwise processing
Resources for ArcGIS Pro: Tips and Help

Tips and shortcuts

- Keyboard shortcuts
- Time saving tips

You can use keyboard shortcuts, rearrange your workspace, and create templates to streamline your work in ArcGIS Pro.
ArcGIS Pro Help

- Get Started with ArcGIS Pro
  - 16 Quick-start tutorials
- Tips and shortcuts
- Use double quotes when searching Help “Align Edge”
ArcGIS Pro 2.2 Now Available!

Richard Kachelries | June 26, 2018

See just some of the new features you’ll find in the largest update to ArcGIS Pro yet.

Read this article ➔
Less slides, more Pro
Pro Tasks

- **Tasks in ArcGIS Pro use cases:**
  - **Interactive tutorial:** Tasks can be used as a training tool for ArcGIS Pro itself or for organization-specific workflows.
  - **Implement a best-practice workflow:** Often, there is more than one way to accomplish an objective in ArcGIS Pro. If there is a specific workflow that produces the desired results, a task provides an efficient method for distributing that workflow to your users.
  - **Improve the efficiency of a workflow:** Tasks can improve the efficiency of workflows by controlling layer settings (for example, visibility or selectability), opening and closing views, or having embedded tools and commands.
ArcGIS Ideas

• Visit ideas.arcgis.com to:
  - Vote
  - Comment
  - Submit new ideas

• ArcGIS Pro team wants your feedback!
  - Regular review
  - Your use case matters
  - Your ideas can result in new features for everyone

Put your Ideas in Motion

Visit the ArcGIS Ideas space on GeoNet
Please Take Our Survey on the App

Download the Esri Events app and find your event.

Select the session you attended.

Scroll down to find the feedback section.

Complete answers and select “Submit”.
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Feedback

The title and description were consistent with the content (*)

Well organized/clear presentation (*)

Public speaking skills (*)

The content of the workshop was relevant to my work (*)